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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this paper we consider a differential equation 
(1) z = G(t,z)[h(z)+g(t,z)l 
where G is a real-valued function and h, g are complex-valued functions, t or z 
being a real or complex variable, respectively. The function h is assumed to be 
holomorphic in a simply connected region Q containing zero, and to satisfy the 
condition h(z) = 0 o z = 0. The right hand side of (1) will be supposed to be in 
a certain meaning "close" to h(z). Several authors investigated the asymptotic 
behaviour of the solutions of the equation (1), or of the equation (or of the cor-
responding system of two real equations) which is convertible into the equation 
of the form (1), on the condition that h'(0) # 0: [1 - 2], [4 - 8], [10 -12] . However, 
there are only few papers, such as [3], [10], which are devoted to the differential 
equation convertible into the equation (1), where h'(0) = 0, h"(0) # 0. The aim 
of the present paper is to study the asymptotic nature of the solutions of (1) under 
the condition A(n)(0) *- 0, hU)(0) = 0 for j = 1, ..., n - 1, where n £ 2 is an 
integer. The technique of the proofs of the results is based on the Liapunov 
function method with the "Liapunov-like" function W(z) defined in [9]. Although 
W(z) does not satisfy all the conditions usually required for Liapunov functions, 
it is very helpful for the investigation of the asymptotic character of the solutions 
of(l). 
Throughout the paper we use the following notation: 
C — Set of all complex numbers 
1V — Set of all positive integers 
J — Interval [f0, oo) 
5 — Conjugate of a complex number b 
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Re b — Real part of a complex number b 
C(T) — Class of all continuous real-valued functions defined on the 
setr 
C(JT) — Class of all continuous complex-valued functions defined 
on the set T 
CI T - Closure of a set F c C 
Int r - Interior of a Jordan curve z = z(t), t e [a, /?] whose points z 
form a set f c C 
k, W(z) - see [9, pp. 66-67] 
A + ,A . > t r
+ , ^ " " , q> - see [9, pp. 73-74]. 
Let y + 6eT+/^ and ST" eF~[<p be fixed. Then ^ + = {j£(A) : 0 < A < A+}, 
<f"~ BEE {jt(A) : A- < A < ex)}, where &(X) are the geometric images of Jordan 
curves such that: 0 e jt(A), the equality W(z) = A holds for z e Jt(A) - {0}, and 
£(Ai) - {0} e Int£(A2) for 0 < Xt < X2 < A+ or £(X2) - {0} c Int J t ^ ) for 
X„ < Xx < X2 < oo. Define 
K(Xi9X2) = U (̂M) - {0} for 0 <: Ax < A2 ^ A+ 
and 
K(XUX2) = (J i&0) - {0} for A. g A2 < Xt g oo. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Assume <? e C(/x (fl - {0})), geC(lx(Q - {0})). 
Theorem 1. £ef 5 ^ 0, 9 ^ A+. Suppose that * 
(i) /or tf/ry T ^ /0, t/ie in/fiTi/ tw/we problem (1), z(t) == 0, possesses Hhe unique 
solution z = 0; 
(ii) f/iere exists a function E(t) e C[t0, oo] such that 
(2) sup j£(Odf = tf<oo, 
tQ<iS<lt<(X> s 
(3) 5 e* < 9 
and 
(4) <KU -) Re|fcAw(0)[l + - ^ f ] } ,S.B(0 
Ao/<fc for t£ t0, ze K(S, 9). -
If a solution z(t) of (I) satisfies 
z(h) e CI tf(0, y), 
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where tx ^ t0 and 0 < y e* < 9, then 
z(t)eC\K(09P) for * = tl9 
where p = eH max [y, <5]. 
Proof. Put Jt = {r = tx : z(r) eK(<5, 9)}. For tsM we have 
(5) ^ ( ^ G ^ 
where z = z(*>). Using (4) we get 
(6) #%-t0) = £ ( 0 W O ) for teJT. 
Suppose that there is a t* > tt such that z(t*)eK(p99) and z(t)eK(0, 5) for 
te[tl9t*l Choose yt so that p <yte* < W(z(t*)). Clearly 5 < yt < W(z(t*))9 
yt > y. Define t2 = sup {t e [t t, t*] : z(t) e CI K(yx)}. The inequality (6) is 
equivalent to 
-^- {^(z(0) exp [ - } £(s) ds]} :g 0, < e ̂ T. 
Integrating this inequality over [f2, ?*], we obtain 
W(z(i*)) exp [-'j E(s) ds] - »T(2(t2)) £ 0. 
Using (2) and W(z(t2)) = y1? we get 
JV(z(**)) S Ir exp [ J E(s) ds] < y, e* < W(z(t*)). 
This contradiction implies 
z(t) 6 CI K(0, p) for t ^ t t . 
Theorem 2. Let 5j^.Q9 9 £ A+9 Sj€ I for je N. Suppose that the hypothesis (i) 
Of Theorem 1 is fulfilled and there are functions Ej(t) e C[to> °o) such that: 
(i) for j e IV, fhe following conditions are satisfied: 
(7) J £;(s) ds SS - OO whenever j <>• 2* 
'0 
(8) sup J E / O d l = ^ < O O , 
(9) 5,- <?*' < 3; 
(ii) //re inequality 
(10) G(t,z)Re|fcfc(n)(0)ri + . ^ ^ J J ^ ^ ( 0 
holds for t ^ sj9 ze K(8j9 9)9jeN 
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Denote 
5 = vat [5 j ?*]. 
je/V 
If a solution z(t) of (I) satisfies 
(11) z(tt)eK(Of9e-*
l)\j{0}, 
where tx ^ sl9 then to any e, S <e < X+, there is a T = T(e, tx) > 0, independent 
of the solution z(t), such that 
z(t)eK(09e)v{0} 
for t£ tt + T. 
. • Proof. Put J(j~ {t^Sj\z(t)eK(5j>9)}. For f e ^ we get (5), where 
z * j(f). This relation together with (10) yields 
(12) W(z(t))<>Ej(t)W(z(t)) forte J?j. 
By Theorem 1 we have z(t) e K(0, 9) u {0} for t ^ ^ . Let e, <5 < e < X+ be given. 
Without restriction we may suppose that e < 9. Choose a fixed integer j^.2 
such that 
8j eXJ < e. 
Put a = max [sy, tx\ Let T = T(e, tx) >\sj - sx\ be such a number that 
*}*/s)ds<to^L 
for t ^ ti -f J. Clearly tx + T > a. 
We claim that z(t) e K(0, e) u {0} for / *> /t + T. If it is not the case, there 
exists a r* ^ rx + r for which 
(13) z(t*)$K(0,e)u{0}. 
Using Theorem 1 we obtain 
z(t) 6 K(e e~*>, 9) u [it(e e~*0 - {0}] c K(Sj9 9) 
for f e [<r, f *] . The inequality (12) is equivalent to 
^-{FV(z(0)exp[-}.By(s)d5]}g0, * e ^ . 
Integration over [<r, f *] yields 
W(z(t*))expl-)Ej(s)ds} - JF(Z(<T)) SO. 
Hence 
W(z(t*))H ^(z(a))exp[ j £ / S ) d í ] š 3 ^ - y < e , 
which contradicts (13) and proves z(t)eK(e) u {0} for / ^ tt + T. 
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Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be fulfilled except (7) is replaced by 
s + t 
(14) J £.(<*) d£ -+ - oo as t -+ oo 
s 
uniformly for se[sj9 oo) whenever j ^ 2. 
If a solution z(t) of (I) satisfies (11), where ^ ̂  st, fhew to any c, 5 < e < A+, 
there ex/srs a J = r(e) > 0 independent of tt and of the solution z(t) such that 
z(t) e K(0, e) u {0} 
for f£tt + T. 
Proof. Because of (14) for j J> 2 there exists a r = T(e,f) > | Sj - sx [ + 
4- Sj — r0 such that r — ^ ̂  T implies 
<r + (t-ti-Si+to) ' 
J £/0d«<ln-----f«y. 
The statement follows now from the proof of Theorem 2, since 
t Or + ( f - f 1 - S j + t0) t 
j£/©d{=- J 12/0 # + J. £/Od«< 
<r <r ff + f— f i -s j + fo 
<in^_K7 + x,_inJL 
and y depends only on e. 
Remark 1. Let 0 g 8j < & ^ A+, as § f0 and (9, < 0 for j e IV. Denote 
c5 = liminf5j. 
Assume that gx(t9z)9 g2(t,z)e C(Ix(Q - {0})) and define g(t9z) = gx(t9z) + 
+ giiU z). Suppose there are nonnegative functions Fj(t)eC[t09 oo) such that 
t + i 
(15) lim f Fj(s) ds = 0 for J e N 
t~*CD t 
and the conditions 
G(t,z)Rc[kgft,z)~^ZFft), 
G(t,z)R^\0)^l + ^-'^^&J 
ho\dtott^<rj,zeK(8j,$),jeN. 
Then to any e > 0 there exists a sequence {Sj}, Sj^ <-,-, such that the hypotheses 
(i), (ii) of Theorem 2 are fulfilled for Eft) = @j + Fft), where xx < e and 




s + t 
f £/<*) d{ -> - oo as t -> oo 
s 
uniformly for s e [s/, oo). 
Remark 2. Notice that the condition (15) is satisfied if lim Fj(t) = 0 for je N 
oo *->oo 
or | FJf(s) ds < oo for je TV, where a ^ 1. 
Theorem 4. £e/ 0 < y < A+. Suppose that the hypothesis (i) of Theorem 1 is 
fulfilled. Assume 
(16) G ( z , z ) R e j f c A
( ^ 
for/ = / 0 , z e J t ( y ) - {0}. 
if a solution z(t) of (I) satisfies 
z(/1)eClK(0,}>), 
wAere /x = /0, then z(t) e K(0, y) u {0} for t > tt. 
Proof. Put Jt = {/ = /i : z(/) € K(0, A+)}. For (eJTwe get (5), where z == z(t). 
If there is a t2 ^ / t such that z(t2) e K(y) - {0}, then (16) implies 
(17) W(z(t2)) < 0. 
Suppose that there exists a /* > tt for which z(/*) <£ K(0, y) u {0}. Define 
/3 = inf {/* > /x : z(/*) £ K(0, y) u {0}}. In view of (17) we have /3 > tt. Further-
more z(/3) e &(y) - {0}, and z(t) e K(0, y) holds for / e (tt, /3). On the other hand, 
the condition (17) assures the existence of a t4e(t19t3) such that W(z(Q) > y. 
Thus our supposition is false and z(t) e K(0, y) u {0} for / > /x. 
Theorem 5. Assume 5 ^ 0, 3 ^ A+. Suppose that 
(i) for any x ^ /0, /Ae I'M'/IYZ/ t;a/w^ problem (1), z(t) = 0, possesses the unique 
solution z s 0; 
(ii) /Aere is an E(t)e C[/0, oo) st/cA that the conditions (2), (3) are fulfilled and 
(18) -G(/, z) Re j/cA<*>(0)[Y+ ^ p ] } = * (0 
holds for / = /0, z e K(<5, 3). 
if a solution z(t) of (1) satisfies z(tx) e jt(y), wAere /j ;> t0 and 8 e* < y < 9, 
then z(t) $ K(0, y e~*) for all t = t1 for which z(t) is defined. 
Proof. In view of (5) and (18) we get 
(19) W(z(t)) = -E(t) W(z(t)) 
for / e M = {/ = tx : z(t) e K(<5, #)}. Suppose there is a /* = tx such that z(/*) e 
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6 K(5, y e~*). Define a = sup {t e [tt, t*~ : z(t) e jgfy)}. Without loss of generality 
it may be assumed that z(t) e K(5, 9) for t e (<r, **]. 
The inequality (19) is equivalent to 
A { ^ z ( 0 ) e x p [ j £ ( s ) d s ] } ^ 0 . 
Integration over [«r, f*] yields 
W(z(.*)) exp [ Jf £(-) ds] - W(z(<r)) £ 0. 
Using (2) and W(z(a)) = y we obtain 
** 
W(z(t*)) = y exp [ - J E(s)ds] = y e~* > W(z(t*)). 
a 
This contradiction proves z(t) e K(0, y e~*) for all f = rt for which z(f) is defined. 
Theorem 6. Le/ <5 > 0, 9j = A+, sj = t0forje N Assume that the hypothesis (i) 
of Theorem 5 is fulfilled and suppose there are functions Ej(t) e C[t0, oo) such that: 
(i) for jeiV the following conditions are satisfied: 
00 
(7) J Ej(s) ds = — co whenever j _• 2, 
*0 
(8) sup j£;(£)d£ = * ;<oo , 
s j ^ s ^ f < o o s 
(20) 5 exi < »y, 
(ii) the inequality 
(21) ^ _ G ( , j Z ) R e j f c ^ 
holds for t^ Sj, ze K(5, 9j), j e N. 
Denote 
9 = sup [9j e~*i\ 
If a solution z(t) of (I) satisfies 
(22) * z(tx) e K(8 e*\ A+) u {0}, 
where tt = sx, *Ae« to any e,0 <e < 9, there exists aT = r(a, *i) > 0, independent 
ofz(t)xsuch that 
'" z (0£ClK (0 ,e ) -{0} 
for tf// t = tj + T for which z(t) is defined. 
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Proof . Because of (21) and (5) we obtain 
(23) W(z(t)) = -Ej(t) W(z(t)) 
for teJKj = {t^ Sj : z(t) e K(d, S ;)}. From Theorem 5 it follows that 
z(t) $ CI K(0, S) - {0} 
for all f _• /. for which z(t) exists. Choose s, 0 < e < 9. Without loss of generality 
we may suppose that 8 < s. Let j _ 2 be such a positive integer that 
e < Bj e-"J. 




for t = tt + r. Clearly ^ + T > a. 
We claim that z(f) £ CI K(0, e) - {0} holds for all f = tt + T, for which z(t) is 
defined. Suppose for the sake of argument that there is a t* ̂  tt + F such thaf 
(24) z(f*)eClK(0,e) - {0}. 
Using Theorem 5, we get 
z(t) e CI K(<5, e e*') - &(8) c K(<5, fy) 
for f e [ff, f*]. The inequality (23) is equivalent to 
-^{J7(z(0)exp[/E,(s)ds]}=0. 
Integrating over [<7, / * ] , we obtain 
W(z(t*)) exp [ J Ej(s) ds] - W(z(a)) = 0. 
IT 
<. Therefore 
W(z(t*)) _ W(z(<x)) exp [ - J £ / s ) ds] = 5 -^- = 2e > 8. 
Since it contradicts (24), the proof is complete. 
Theorem 7. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6 be fulfilled except (7) is replaced by 
s + t 
f Ej(i) d£ -* - oo as t -> oo 
uniformly for se [sy, oo) whenever j ^ 2 . 
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If a solution z(t) 0/(1) satisfies (22), where tl^sli then to any e, 0 < e < 3, 
there is a T = T(e) > 0, independent of tx and z(t), such that 
z(0£ClK(0,e)-{0} 
for all t ^ tt -h T for which z(t) is defined. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 6. In view of the 
proof of Theorem 3, T can be chosen independently of tt. 
Remark 3. Let 0 g <5 < Bj g X+, as 2> t0 and 0j < 0 for j € iV. Denote 
3 = limsupSj. 
j-*ao 
Assume that ^( t , z), g2(t, z)e C(Ix(Q - {0})) and define g(t9z) ** gx(t9z) + 
+ £2\'> -0- Suppose there are nonnegative functions F/ t) € C[*0- oo) such that (15) 
and the conditions 
- G(t9 z) Re [kgi(t, z) - ^ - J g F/f), 
- G(t, z) Re |**«(0) [ i + ^ 1 ^ ] } *®J 
hold for fZttj, ze K(<5, S,), j e IV. 
Then to any s > 0 there exists a sequence {s,}, s,. ^ o^, such that the hypotheses 
(i)> (ii) of Theorem 6 are fulfilled for Ej(t) = Oj + F}(0» where «i < e and 
lim sup IS j e~*J"]~ 9. 
Moreover, 
s + t 
I Ej(%) d£ ~» — oo as f ~» oo 
s 
uniformly for s 6 [s^, oo). 
Theorem 8. Let 0 < y < A+. Suppose fhatjhe hypothesis (i) of Theorem 5 is 
fulfilled. Assume 
G(t, z) Re |*Л«(0) [ l + ^ - ] } > 0 
/ o r f £ t0,ze£(y) - {0}. 
//"a solution z(t) of (I) satisfies 
z ^ K t O , ? ) , 
where tt ^ /0, the« 
z (0^ClK (0 ,y ) -{0} . 
/0r a// t > tj /0r wh/ch z(t) is defined. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4. 
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Theorems 1—8 describe the behaviour of the solutions of (1) on certain 
subsets of K(0, A+) u {0}. Analogously we can derive corresponding results 
(Theorems 1' —8') describing the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of (1) 
on subsets of K(oo, XJ) u {0}. For clearness we formulate here the first of these 
theorems. 
Theorem V. Let <5 ^ oo, 3 = A». Suppose that 
(i) for any x 2£ t0, the initial value problem (1), Z(T) = 0, possesses the unique 
solution z == 0; 
(ii) there exists a function E(t)e C[t0, oo) such that the conditions (2) and , 
. (25) 9 e* < 3 
are fulfilled, and (18) holds for f 2> t0, zeK(5, 9). 
If a solution z(t) of (I) satisfies 
z(tt) e CI K(co, y), 
where tt _- t0 and 9 < y e~* < oo, then 
z(t)eC\K(oo,P) for t^ti9 
where p = e~* min [y, <5]. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
Suppose q(t, z)s C(Ix C) and consider an equation 
(26) i = z2q(t, z), 
where q(t, z) satisfies locally a Lipschitz condition with respect to z. Putting 
G(t, z) ss 1, h(z) = b(z - a) z2, g(t, z) = [q(t, z) + b(a - z)] z2, where a, beC, 
a *£ 0 ¥* b, we can write (26) in the form 
(1) z = G(t, z) [h(z) + g(t, z)]. 
From [9, Example 2] we have h'(z) = b(3z - 2a) z, h"(z) = 2b(3z - a), n = 2, 
W(z) = | a | | z | I z ^ a r ^ e x p l R e C - a z " 1 ] } , A+ = >l_ = | a | , k = a/2. For 
t£ t0, z${09a},we get 
G( t , z )Re{k^ 
^ ^ R e ( a 2 b ) +
| f l | 2 | ^ z ) ^ ( ^ g ) f c | . 92 
Supposing that there is an H(t) e C(I) such that | q(t9 z) + (a - z) b \ jg 
= H(t) | z - a | for t = t0» z e C, we obtain 
G(t, z) Re jkh(n)(0) Tl + * % r l } ^ - Re <***> + ! * ,2i?(0' 
Applying Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we get the following assertion: Let a,b € C, 
H(0 e C(/) ex/s/ such rha* ft # 0, 
(27) \q(t,z) + (a-z)b\£H(t)\z-a\ for t^t0,zeC, 
and the function 
t 
(28) | a |2 J #(£) d£ - Re (a2b) (t - s) is upper bounded on t0 £ s = t < oo. 
The« every solution z(t) of (26) satisfying 
(29) | z(t0 | | z(t,) - a I" l exp {Re [ - az" 1 ^ ) ]} = © < •*-*, 
where tx _ i>0 a«d 
(30) * = sup {(a |2 J H(0 d£ - Re (a2b) (t - s)}, 
to£$£t<<X) s 
is defined for all t = ti9 and 
I z(t) | | z(t) - a l " 1 exp {Re [-fluT^f)]} ^ co e* (< 1) 
holds for t = t!. /f *'/* addition, 
(31) l im[ |a | 2}#(£)d£ - Re(a26)r]= -oo, 
- •^00 * 0 
then every solution z(t) of (26) satisfying (29), where ti ^ t0 and x is defined by (30), 
fulfils the condition 
Urn z(t) = 0. 
f~>co 
Analogously, applying Theorems 5' and 6', we get the statement: If there exist 
a,beC, H(t) e C(I) such that b & 0 and the conditions (27), (28) are fulfilled, then 
each solution z(t) of (26), for which 
(32) | z(tt) | I z(tt) - a I"
1 exp {Re [ - a z - ^ i ) ] } = « > 1, 
Re [5z(tt)] < 0, 
where tx = t0 atfd x is defined by (30), satisfies the condition 
I *(>) I I z(t) - a I"1 exp {Re [ -az-^ t ) ]} £ © e* 
or a// t § tifor which Re [az(0] < 0. /f in addition, the condition (31) is fulfilled, 
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then to any solution z(t) of (26) satisfying (32), where tt ^ t0, and to anye9e* <e < 
< oo there is a T > 0 such that 
| z(t) | | z(t) - a r l cxp {Re [ - n r ^ O ] } < * 
for all / ^ /t + ^ / ^ **&* R e [5z(0] < 0. 
Notice that the conditions (28), (29) imply a # 0, Re (a26) ^ 0 and the con-
dition (31) implies Re (a2b) > 0. Similarly, the conditions (32), (28) imply a # 0, 
Re (a2b) g 0. It can be easily verified that the conditions (28) and (31) are fulfilled 
if Re (a2b) > 0 and there holds | H(s) ds < oo or lim sup H(t) < \ a \~2 Re(a2b). 
to t-*ao 
Application of the rest of Theorems 1-8 and Theorems V-8' yields further 
results describing the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of (26). 
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